Associations Between Fast-Food Consumption and Body Mass Index: A Cross-Sectional Study in Adult Twins
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Obesity is a substantial health problem in the United States, and is associated with many chronic diseases. Previous studies have linked poor dietary habits to obesity. This cross-sectional study aimed to identify the association between body mass index (BMI) and fast-food consumption among 669 same-sex adult twin pairs residing in the Puget Sound region around Seattle, Washington. We calculated twin-pair correlations for BMI and fast-food consumption. We next regressed BMI on fast-food consumption using generalized estimating equations (GEE), and finally estimated the within-pair difference in BMI associated with a difference in fast-food consumption, which controls for all potential genetic and environment characteristics shared between twins within a pair. Twin-pair correlations for fast-food consumption were similar for identical (monozygotic; MZ) and fraternal (dizygotic; DZ) twins, but were substantially higher in MZ than DZ twins for BMI. In the unadjusted GEE model, greater fast-food consumption was associated with larger BMI. For twin pairs overall, and for MZ twins, there was no association between within-pair differences in fast-food consumption and BMI in any model. In contrast, there was a significant association between within-pair differences in fast-food consumption and BMI among DZ twins, suggesting that genetic factors play a role in the observed association. Thus, although variance in fast-food consumption itself is largely driven by environmental factors, the overall association between this specific eating behavior and BMI is largely due to genetic factors.
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Over one-third of adults and approximately 17% of children in the United States are currently obese according to BMI (kg/m²) standards (Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, 2014). Obesity is linked to multiple chronic health problems including type 2 diabetes, sleep apnea, liver disease, cardiovascular disease, and some forms of cancer (National Task Force on the Prevention and Treatment of Obesity, 2000). Poor dietary habits, including increased consumption of meals at fast-food restaurants, have been linked to obesity (Larson et al., 2011a). Indeed, the rise in fast-food consumption has closely mirrored the rise in obesity in the United States (Powell et al., 2007). Consequently, there have been efforts to intervene on the potential contribution of the fast-food industry to obesity through methods such as menu labeling legislation that would require these restaurants to post the nutritional and caloric content of all food and beverage items (Roberto et al., 2010).

Although fast-food consumption has been linked to obesity in multiple studies, any attempt to link the exposure and outcome must account for factors that also affect consumption patterns and obesity status, such as socio-demographic factors, physical activity level (Colley et al., 2010), other dietary patterns including fruit and vegetable consumption (Cutler et al., 2012), and access to food sources such as fast-food restaurants, and supermarkets or grocery/convenience stores in the residential environment (Gordon-Larsen et al., 2006). Even in studies that adjust for such variables, concerns about unmeasured factors remain.

Genetic factors influence both obesity risk and the adoption of health behaviors (Choquet & Meyre, 2011; Comuzzie
The heritability of BMI is estimated to be between 24 and 90%, with increasing age post-adolescence associated with decreasing heritability (Dubois et al., 2012; Elks et al., 2012; McCaffery et al., 2009; Min et al., 2013). Animal and human studies investigating the genetic basis for obesity have identified over 500 candidate genes (O’Rahilly & Farooqi, 2008; Vimalaswaran et al., 2012). Studies have further shown that genetic factors can interact with behavior and lifestyle factors to influence obesity risk. In particular, diet and physical activity can mitigate or accentuate genetic susceptibility to obesity (Ahmad et al., 2013; Cauchi et al., 2009; Corella et al., 2012; Heitmann et al., 1997; Lee et al., 2010; McCaffery et al., 2009; Mustelin et al., 2009; Rampersaud et al., 2008; Scott et al., 2010; Sonestedt et al., 2009).

The use of the twin design can address the problems of confounding or interaction by genetic factors. For example, Nelson et al. (2006), investigating twins raised together as a part of the National Longitudinal Study of Adolescent Health (Add Health), reported that identical twins had greater within-pair correlations for BMI, physical activity and fast-food consumption than fraternal twins, indicating genetic influences on these behaviors and health outcomes (Nelson et al., 2006). Further, among both identical and fraternal twins, within-pair correlations in behavior differed between twins who still lived together and twins who lived apart, indicating the presence of external environmental influences on behavior (Nelson et al., 2006).

The objective of this study was to examine the association between BMI and fast-food consumption among a sample of adult twins from a community-based twin registry. We hypothesized that fast-food consumption was independently associated with BMI both between and within adult twin pairs.

Materials and Methods
Sample
This cross-sectional analysis included 669 same-sex twin pairs from the University of Washington Twin Registry (UWTR), a community-based registry of adult twins reared together. Construction methods appear elsewhere (Afari et al., 2006; Strachan et al., 2013); briefly, adult twins are identified by the Washington State Department of Licensing and invited to join the registry. Surveys administered to registry members between 2006 and 2011 included items on socio-demographics, health conditions, and lifestyle behaviors. Standard questions about childhood similarity that determine zygosity with greater than 90% accuracy when compared with DNA-based methods were used to classify twins as identical (MZ) or fraternal (DZ; Eisen et al., 1989; Spitz et al., 1996; Torgersen, 1979). Of the 669 pairs in the study sample, 25% (N = 168 pairs) are DZ.

Only same-sex twin pairs were used in the analysis, to limit the potential confounding effects of sex stemming from associations between sex and BMI among DZ twins. The majority (64% or 429 pairs) of the sample is female. All twins resided within the Urban Growth Boundary of the four counties that comprise the Puget Sound region around Seattle, Washington: King, Kitsap, Pierce, and Snohomish counties.

Measures
The primary outcome was continuous BMI (kg/m2) derived from self-reported height and weight. In a separate study, self-reported BMI and directly measured BMI were highly correlated (r = 0.98, p < .01) among 200 UWTR twin pairs.

The primary exposure was fast-food consumption, collected using the following question based on the Project EAT survey: ‘During the past four weeks, how many times in a typical week did you eat a meal at a fast-food restaurant such as McDonalds, Burger King, or KFC?’ Answers were recorded as 0, 1–2, 3–4, and 5 or more times per week (Larson et al., 2011b; Neumark–Sztainer et al., 2011; 2012).

Covariates included age, sex, race (categorized as White or Other), household income (eight categories beginning with ‘less than $20,000’, and increasing by increments of $10,000 to ‘greater than or equal to $80,000’), education (five categories including: ‘completed grades 1–8’, ‘completed grades 9–11’, ‘high school graduate/GED’, ‘some college’, and ‘Bachelor’s degree or higher’), physical activity (see description below), and residential street address to derive an objective measure of ‘neighborhood’ fast-food restaurant density.

Twins were asked to report the number of days during a typical week they exercised moderately for at least 30 min and vigorously for at least 20 min. We multiplied their responses (frequency) by 30 and 20 (duration) for moderate and vigorous activity categories, respectively, and summed them to estimate total moderate-to-vigorous physical activity (MVPA, minutes per week). This measure stems from the current recommended activity levels for U.S. adults (i.e., 30 min of moderate-intensity activity 5 or more days per week and 20 min of vigorous-intensity activity 3 or more days per week, or some combination that achieves an energy expenditure of at least 500–1,000 metabolic equivalent minutes per week; Garber et al., 2011). In a sample of 104 twins who wore accelerometers and GPS devices over a 2-week period in an ongoing study (R01 AG042176), self-reported MVPA correlated with objectively measured MVPA (r = 0.46, p < .01), indicating moderate validity.

Information on the presence of fast-food restaurants was obtained from the commercially available InfoUSA data base (obtained January 2012). Fast-food establishments were classified as chains that sell inexpensive, quickly served foods, and do not have table service, based on definitions from the North American Industry Classification System. Fast-food restaurant density was calculated in ArcGIS 9.3.1 to identify the number of fast-food restaurants within a vicinity of each participant’s address.
3-km network-based buffer around each twin’s geocoded street address.

**Statistical Analysis**

Fast-food consumption was converted to a continuous variable for our primary analyses. We substituted midpoint numbers for the range provided in each ordinal response category (e.g., 0, 1.5, 3.5, and 7). The final category, five or more times per week, was assigned the value seven based on data from the National Health and Nutrition Examination Survey related to frequency of fast-food consumption among U.S. adults, indicating that approximately two-thirds of adults who ate fast-food five or more times per week did so between six and eight times (US Department of Health and Human Services, 2009).

Although the main goal of our analysis is to understand the bivariate relation between fast-food consumption and BMI, for descriptive purposes we first used a simple structural equation model in MPlus to estimate (maximum likelihood), calculated MZ and DZ twin-pair correlations for BMI and fast-food consumption, and to partition the phenotypic variance for both our predictor and outcome variables into three components: additive genetic (A); the common environmental component (C); and unique environment (E); (Boomsma et al., 2002).

We used two statistical methods described by Carlin et al. (2005) to test associations between fast-food consumption and BMI in the twin data. We first regressed BMI on fast-food consumption using GEE with an identity link and an independent correlation matrix. This method estimates the population-averaged effect, treating twins as individuals and accounting for the correlation in twin data that would otherwise bias standard error estimates. Second, we calculated within-pair differences for the exposure, outcome, and all covariates. Using these within-pair differences, we regressed BMI on fast-food consumption, constraining the model to pass through the origin. This method estimates the within-pair difference in BMI associated with a difference in fast-food consumption, controlling for all potential genetic, and familial environment characteristics shared between twins within a pair. We report results for twins overall, as well as stratified by zygosity.

Finally, we performed a sensitivity analysis to explore if the form of the independent variable had any effect on our inferences about the dependent variable based on the GEE analysis. Fast-food consumption was included in the model as a series of ‘dummy’ variables across all ordinal response categories (0, 1–2, 3–4, 5 or more). We also examined fast-food consumption as a binary variable (none/any) by combining the final three groups into a single category.

For all analyses, we estimated regression coefficients for four different models. The first model was unadjusted; all subsequent models were adjusted sequentially for covariates a priori thought to be confounders in the fast-food consumption–BMI association. Model 2 was adjusted for socio-demographic factors; model 3 additionally for MVPA; and model 4 additionally for fast-food restaurant density in the residential neighborhood. For the twin differences model, we did not need to adjust for age, sex, or race because these characteristics do not differ between twins within a pair but we did sequentially adjust for income/education, MVPA, and fast-food restaurant density.

Statistical analysis was performed using STATA Release 11 (StataCorp, College Station, TX).

**Results**

Select characteristics of the sample are provided in Table 1, stratified by fast-food consumption (none vs. any). Among twins reporting any fast-food consumption, the average was 2.1 ± 1.4 meals per week. Compared to those who reported eating any fast-food, respondents who reported no fast-food consumption were more likely to be female (67% vs. 61%), White (89 vs. 84%), in the higher income categories (58% vs. 48% with an annual income of $50,000 and above), have greater educational attainment (82% vs. 73% with at least some college education), spend more time in MVPA (141 min/wk vs. 115 min/wk), and have lower BMIs (23 vs. 26 kg/m²). However, there were no differences between groups with respect to age and residential fast-food restaurant density.

**Correlations and Heritability**

The within-pair correlations for BMI and fast-food consumption stratified by zygosity, and the A, C, and E components are given in Table 2. We also calculated the within-pair correlations stratified by sex. Among MZ twins, men and women had similar twin-pair correlations for BMI (men: 0.80, 95% CI: 0.74, 0.85; women: 0.81, 95% CI: 0.77, 0.85) and fast-food consumption (men: 0.38, 95% CI: 0.25, 0.50; women: 0.36, 95% CI: 0.26–0.45). Among DZ twins, while men and women had similar correlations for fast-food consumption (men: 0.40, 95% CI: 0.15, 0.60; women: 0.36, 95% CI: 0.19, 0.51), men had a lower within-pair correlation than women for BMI (men: 0.27, 95% CI: 0.01, 0.50; women: 0.46, 95% CI: 0.30–0.60), though this difference was not statistically significant.

**Individual Twin Analysis (Generalized Estimating Equations)**

In the unadjusted model, a one-unit greater difference in fast-food consumption (continuous variable, meals per week) was associated with a 0.62-unit greater BMI (95% CI: 0.42, 0.82). Associations were attenuated, but remained significant when adjusting for potential confounders in sequential models; in the model fully adjusted for sex, age, race, income, education, physical activity, and fast-food restaurant density in the home neighborhood, a one-unit
TABLE 1
Select Characteristics of the Sample by Level of Fast-Food Consumption, University of Washington Twin Registry, 2006–2011

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Characteristic</th>
<th>No fast-food (N = 653)</th>
<th>Any fast-food (N = 685)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>N</td>
<td>%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Body mass index (kg/m²) sup b</td>
<td>23.9</td>
<td>4.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age (years) sup b</td>
<td>30.9</td>
<td>13.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sex</td>
<td>439</td>
<td>67.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White</td>
<td>582</td>
<td>89.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Income &gt;$50,000</td>
<td>241</td>
<td>36.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Income ≤$50,000</td>
<td>384</td>
<td>58.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Education</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grades 1–8</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grades 9–11</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>3.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High school/GED</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>13.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Some college</td>
<td>249</td>
<td>38.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bachelor’s degree or higher</td>
<td>289</td>
<td>44.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical activity (minutes per week) sup c</td>
<td>141.2</td>
<td>90.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fast-food restaurant density sup d</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: a Fast-food consumption was converted to a continuous variable by substituting midpoint values for the range provided in each ordinal response category (0, 1.5, 3.5, 7); b Mean and standard deviation; c Physical activity level measured as the sum of moderate-intensity activity sessions for 30 min duration and vigorous-intensity activity sessions for 20 min duration; d Fast-food restaurant density measured within a 3-km network buffer around the residential location.

TABLE 2

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Fast-food consumption</th>
<th>Body mass index (kg/m²)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Correlation 95% CI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sibling correlations</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MZ</td>
<td>0.373</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DZ</td>
<td>0.382</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACE Estimates</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a²</td>
<td>0.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c²</td>
<td>0.375</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>e²</td>
<td>0.625</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: CI = confidence interval; DZ = dizygotic, MZ = monozygotic; a Fast-food consumption was converted to a continuous variable by substituting midpoint values for the range in each ordinal category (0, 1.5, 3.5, 7); b ACE estimates: additive genetic (A), variance attributable to the additive effect of individual genes; shared environmental (C), variance attributable to environmental influences shared by twins raised in the same family; and non-shared environmental (E), variance attributable to environmental influences unique to the individual. In this analysis the ACE estimates were constrained to keep the variance components non-negative.

The positive association between fast-food consumption and BMI among individual twins reported above treated the exposure, fast-food consumption, as a continuous variable; this association was further examined using dummy and binary categorizations of the exposure instead (Table 4). When expressing fast-food consumption as a categorical variable, with zero times per week as the reference group, greater consumption of fast-food was linearly associated with BMI in a dose-dependent manner (trend test, p < .001). In the unadjusted model, compared to never eating fast-food, eating fast-food, 1–2 times per week was associated with 0.50-unit greater BMI (95% CI: 0.29, 0.70).

Within Twin Analysis (Twin-Differences)

Table 3 provides results from the twin-differences approach. For twin pairs overall, there was no association between within-pair differences in fast-food consumption and within-pair differences in BMI in any model (p > .05). Likewise, there was no association between within-pair differences in fast-food consumption and BMI among MZ twins in any model (p > .05). In contrast, among DZ twins, the association between within-pair differences in fast-food consumption and BMI in the unadjusted model was significant (0.74, 95% CI: 0.32, 1.16), and the association remained significant when adjusting for all covariates (Table 3). The interaction term for zygosity was significant in all models (p > .01).


The positive association between fast-food consumption and BMI among individual twins reported above treated the exposure, fast-food consumption, as a continuous variable; this association was further examined using dummy and binary categorizations of the exposure instead (Table 4). When expressing fast-food consumption as a categorical variable, with zero times per week as the reference group, greater consumption of fast-food was linearly associated with BMI in a dose-dependent manner (trend test, p < .001). In the unadjusted model, compared to never eating fast-food, eating fast-food, 1–2 times per week was associated with 0.50-unit greater BMI (95% CI: 0.29, 0.70).
associated with a 2.17 unit greater BMI (95% CI: 1.55, 2.79); 3–4 times per week was associated with a 2.25 unit greater BMI (95% CI: 1.10, 3.40); and 5 or more times per week was associated with a 3.12 unit greater BMI (95% CI: 1.42, 4.83). When adjusting for potential confounders in sequential models, the association between more fast-food and greater BMI was attenuated but remained significant in linear trend tests for all models ($p < .05$).

When expressing fast-food consumption as a binary variable (none as the reference), any consumption of fast-food was associated with a 2.24 unit greater BMI (95% CI: 1.65, 2.83). Inclusion of potential confounders in sequential models slightly attenuated the overall magnitude of the association; however, all models retained statistical significance ($p < .001$).

**Discussion**

The results of this study suggest that genetic factors play an important role in the observed association between fast-food consumption and BMI. Although the individual GEE twin analyses showed statistically significant associations between BMI and fast-food consumption regardless of the expression of the fast-food consumption variable, the association was not seen when examining the within-pair effects in the overall or MZ twin-pair differences models. Because the twin-pair differences models control for shared environment and genetic characteristics, observing a significant association in the GEE models but not the twin-pair differences models suggests that the association between fast-food consumption and BMI was driven by shared environment and genetic factors among twins. Further, that the association was observed within DZ, but not MZ, pairs suggests that the individual-level association between fast-food consumption and BMI is mediated by genetic factors, because DZ pairs differ genetically and MZ pairs do not.

Previous studies have investigated how external factors might influence the fast-food and BMI association. Such factors include fast-food, fruit, and vegetable prices in the local environment (Morrissey et al., 2014), car ownership (Inagami et al., 2009), family income (Beydoun et al., 2008), family demographics (Meyer et al., 2014), and home and family environment (Berge et al., 2014). Our study therefore adds to the literature by estimating how genetic and shared environmental factors might influence the fast-food and BMI association.

The current study partially supports the findings of Nelson et al. that both genetic and environmental factors influence behavior (Nelson et al., 2006). Both studies provide evidence for the presence and influence of genetic factors in fast-food consumption. During the third wave of data collection, the twins in the Add Health study were 18–27 years of age, allowing the authors to stratify their results by twins still living together and twins living separately.
In a cross-sectional analysis, MZ twins living apart had smaller correlations in BMI than MZ twins living together, and DZ twins living apart had smaller correlations in fast-food consumption than DZ twins living together, suggesting that adult home environment played a role in determining both BMI and fast-food consumption among individuals post-adolescence (Nelson et al., 2006). However, if genetics played no role in determining BMI and fast-food consumption, we would expect to see the same results for MZ and DZ twins. The difference in findings between MZ and DZ twins is therefore suggestive of the influence of genetics.

Additionally, the Add Health data is longitudinal by design, so the authors were able to assess changes in BMI. In the longitudinal analysis, twins living apart had greater differences in the changes in BMI and fast-food consumption, regardless of their zygosity; however, this difference was only statistically significant for BMI change among MZ twins (Nelson et al., 2006). Again, the differences in results between MZ and DZ twins is suggestive of a genetic influence, a finding that is supported by the results of our current study.

Strengths and Limitations
The main strength of this study is the use of a large sample of adult twins from a community-based registry. The twin design allows for the control of confounding due to unmeasured genetic and shared childhood environment factors. Because of this, twin-difference analysis can yield quasi-causal inferences that are the best approximation to a randomized experimental design (Turkheimer & Harden, 2014). The use of adults allows for a study population that has control over their dietary choices, unlike many previous studies which have focused on children and adolescents (Powell et al., 2010; St-Onge et al., 2003). Further, our study took the added step of controlling for fast-food restaurant density around the residential neighborhood as a measure of fast-food access.

Estimating the additive genetic, common environment, and unique environment components using the classical twin method poses a minor limitation in that it assumes that the proportion of variance in phenotype due to shared environment (C) is the same for MZ and DZ twins (Grayson, 1989; Rijsdijk & Sham, 2002), and because it further assumes the absence of gene-environment interactions and correlations (Purcell, 2002; Rijsdijk & Sham, 2002). Also, the use of twins also cannot control for all behaviors, especially those that are influenced by events occurring after twins have left their parental household.

The cross-sectional design limits our ability to draw causal inferences because it does not guarantee the correct temporal order of events. As both BMI and fast-food consumption were measured at the same point in time, it is possible that BMI level preceded fast-food consumption. In addition, the use of BMI as an endpoint is problematic because BMI is a result of cumulative consumption and physical activity habits.

Related measures of recent fast-food consumption may not be appropriate for examining the fast-food and BMI relationship. Further, fast-food consumption was self-reported and recorded as an ordered categorical variable, thus there is potential for measurement bias, and transforming it into a continuous variable may have affected the statistical tests. Finally, the racial makeup of the UWTR is not representative of the U.S. population as a whole, limiting the generalizability of our results. However, the demographic characteristics of the UWTR are generally representative of residents of Washington State, so the results are relatively generalizable at the state level.

Conclusion
The results of this study suggest that genetic factors play a role in the correlation between fast-food consumption and BMI. Future research should combine twin data with longitudinal or gene-environment interaction studies to further explore this association. This will strengthen our ability to make causal inferences about the relationship between dietary habits, obesity, and genetics.
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